Length-dependent formation of parallel-stranded DNA in alternating AT segments.
Parallel-stranded DNA can be formed from alternating AT segments and is not restricted exclusively to homooligomeric AT sequences. DNA oligonucleotides 3'-d(AT)nxC4(AT)n-3' (where x indicates the location of the 5'-5' phosphodiester linkage) form parallel-stranded hairpin structures at micromolar strand concentration for n = 4 or 5 but not for n = 6, 7. The spectral properties of the parallel-stranded structures are similar to those of the hairpin structures containing homooligomeric AT stems. However, parallel-stranded structures formed in alternating AT segments are significantly less stable than either their corresponding antiparallel control or the homooligomeric parallel AT hairpins as evidenced by their lower helix-coil transition enthalpy, melting temperature, and stability constant. This results in a remarkable polymorphism which is most pronounced for 3'-d(AT)5xC4(AT)5-3'. This oligonucleotide can exist as a parallel-stranded hairpin, coil, or concatameric antiparallel structure(s), depending on temperature and strand concentration. These results suggest simple guidelines for the design of parallel-stranded DNA. In addition, we present a model for the assessment of the stability of parallel-stranded duplex structures formed from AT base pairs based on their sequence.